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This handy guide to playing poker online will cover the most reputable and secure poker rooms 
that offer great bonuses, software, and easy cash withdraw and deposits. 

Bonus codes are valid but it’s always best to check our website for latest updates, reviews and 
bigger bonus promotions. 

 

 

Full Tilt poker offer a decent bonus with a 100% match up to $600 on your first cash deposit, 

to get your bonus just use WAP as your FullTilt poker bonus code. Read Full-Tilt poker Review 

Download FullTilt Poker  

 

PartyPoker offer a variety of bonuses. 

Party-Poker super bonus code WAPBIG gets you a massive 100% up to $500 Extra On First 

Deposit. This is the biggest PartyPoker bonus code ever. 

Party-Poker bonus code WAP25 to receive $25 Extra bonus with your first Deposit, this $25 

extra party poker bonus is valid when you make a minimum deposit of $50 on sign up  

PartyPoker bonus code BIGGEST to get a 30% bonus of the deposited amount up to $150 

extra added to your first deposit using this bonus code.  

Other PartyPoker bonus codes:  

WAP100 to get a 30% bonus to 100 Euros 

15EURO to get a €15 bonus  

LARGE to get a 100% till £250 bonus  

GBP to get a 30% to £75 bonus  

XTRA to get a £12 added bonus  

Read PartyPoker Review                                                                     Download Party Poker  
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PartyCasino offer a variety of bonuses for their software as well as many games including 

PartyPoker, Party-Casino, PartyBets, PartyBingo and PartyGammon are all accessible using one 

PartyAccount, PartyCasino offer prospective players a wide choice of PartyCasino bonus codes. 

Read PartyCasino Review 

WAPPC  $25 extra bonus when you makes a minimum deposit of $50 at sign up. This bonus is 
for PartyPoker, PartyGammon, PartyBets, PartyCasino and PartyBingo. 

WAPPC150 30% up to $150 Extra On First Deposit 30% up to $150 extra bonus. This bonus is 
for PartyPoker, PartyGammon, PartyBets, PartyCasino and PartyBingo. 

WAPPC200 150% up to $200 extra on First deposit 100% up to $100 bonus on First deposit with a 

special secondary bonus of 50% up to $100 extra. This bonus is for PartyCasino only. 

PARTY-CASINO EUROS BONUS CODES 

WAPPCEURO 150% up to €200 Extra on First deposit(100% up to 100 EUR extra bonus on First 
deposit with a special secondary bonus of 50% up to 100 Euro extra. This bonus is for PartyCasino only. 

PARTYCASINO BONUS CODE FOR POUNDS   

WAPGBP -150% up to £200 Extra on First deposit (100% up to 100 GBP extra bonus on First 
deposit with a special secondary bonus of 50% up to 100 Pounds extra. This bonus is for PartyCasino 
only.) 

 

Download PartyCasino  

 

Carbon Poker are an emerging poker site that offer great bonuses and bonus codes, you get an 

Initial bonus of 300% up to $600 when using CarbonPoker bonus code WAPCARBON600 

Download CarbonPoker  
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TitanPoker offer a great match bonus of 100% of first deposit up to $500, just use Titan-

Poker bonus code “WAP” to enable the bonus. Plus $25 instant sign up bonus including access 

to $1,000 exclusive monthly freeroll tournament. 

Download Titan Poker  

 

Pacific Poker offer new players a 100% welcome bonus up to $400 when signing up. The 

Pacific Poker Bonus is automatically added when downloading the software. 

Download Pacific Poker  

 

Paradise Poker offers a 100% match up to €500 bonus for new players depositing cash use 

FIRST25 as your ParadisePoker bonus code. Poker is paradise at paradise poker. 

Download Paradise Poker  

 

 

Bodog offer 110% bonus including a 10% instant bonus up to $550  when making first cash 

deposits with them with only $20 minimum. Bodog also offers BodogPoker BodogCasino and 

Bodog Sportbetting all in one feature full easy to use account with one generic Bodog bonus 

code. 

Download Bodog  

 

PokerStars offer a simple sign up bonus of 100% up to $50 for first time depositing players 

when using PokerStars bonus code FIRST2008 PokerStars has become the most popular venue 

for poker online offer huge tournaments and events with and still they allow US players. 
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Download PokerStars  

 

UltimateBet Poker offer a 111% match of your first cash deposit up to $1100 when using 

bonus code WAP at Ultimate Bet Poker, UltimateBet also have ultimate bet blackjack. 

Download UltimateBet  

 

AbsolutePoker offer a 100% match bonus up to $500 when downloading Absolute Poker 

from our site, AbsolutePoker bonus code is not needed on sign up your bonus will automatically 

be added when making your deposit. 

Download Absolute Poker  

 

Tony G Poker offers a excellent sign up bonus of 100% matched up to $400 of the deposited 

amount. Players can enjoy the iPoker Sit-n-Go Progressive Jackpot Tournaments which has cash 

up for grabs plus $100 bounty hunt for Tony G. To enable your TonyG Poker bonus code simply 

use TGSUCCESS as your sign up code when opening a new player account at Tony-G and 

making your first deposit. 

Download Tony G Poker  

 

Empire Poker offer a choice of 30% up to $150 extra bonus, simply enter WAPE150 to 

enable this EmpirePoker bonus or use WAPE for $25 Extra on First Deposit 100% up to 

$100 extra bonus on First deposit with a special secondary bonus of 50% up to $100 extra at 

Empire Poker. 

Download Empire Poker  
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Doyles Poker Room offers a decent match of 110% up to $550. DoylesRoom bonus is 

automatically loaded when downloading and depositing Doyles Room Poker. 

Download DoylesRoom Poker  

 

Mansion Poker are offering a 100% match bonus of your deposit up to $500 to enable your 

MansionPoker bonus simply use SMS as your Mansion Poker sign up code. 

Download Mansion Poker  

 

PokerRoom are giving away 100% of your deposit up to $100 download the software and you 

will be automatically rewarded. Poker Room offer poker in many platforms and are a multi 

awarding winning poker site. 

Download PokerRoom  

 

Gamebookers have become one of the world’s biggest online sports books which offer an 

international selection based on a wide range of betting opportunities focused mainly on sports.  

Game-Bookers software is browser based and can be found on their site with no download 

needed the system itself runs on PartyBets system which is regularly tested by iTech Labs who 

are an independent tester of gaming and wagering systems thereby ensuring that all games are 

run fairly and are fully operational. 

See our wide selection of Gamebookers bonus codes, the full list offers a wide range of bonuses 

and are for new accounts only. Simply select the Gamebookers bonus code of your choice and 

enter it when signing up for a new player account at game-bookers. 

Open your Gamebooker account  
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Other Bonuses 

PARTYGAMMON BONUSES 

WAPPG - $25 Extra on first deposit $25 extra bonus when you make a minimum deposit of $50 at sign 
up. This bonus is for PartyPoker, PartyGammon, PartyBets, PartyCasino and PartyBingo. 

WAPPG150 - 30% up to $150 Extra On First Deposit 30% up to $150 extra bonus. This bonus is 
for PartyPoker, PartyGammon, PartyBets, PartyCasino and PartyBingo. 

Download PartyGammon 

 

PARTYBETS BONUSES  

WAPBET - $25 Extra on first Deposit at Party-bets $25 extra bonus when you make a minimum deposit 
of $50 at sign up. This bonus code is for PartyBets only. 

WAPBET150 - 30% up to $150 Extra On First Deposit 30% up to $150 extra bonus. This bonus is 
for PartyBets only. 

WAP50 -100% up to $50 extra bonus. This bonus is for PartyBets only. 

-  Download PartyBets 

PARTYBETS - EURO BONUSES 

WAPEBET - 30% up to €100 extra on first deposit 30% up to 100 Euro bonus. This bonus is for PartyBet 
only. 

WAPBETE - 100% up to €30 Extra on deposit; This bonus code is for PartyBets in Euro only. 

-  Download PartyBets 

PARTYBETS - BONUS IN POUNDS 

WAPBETGB 30% to £70 extra with your first deposit bonus. This Partybet bonus code is 
for PartyBets only and is issued in GBP. 

WAPBETSGB 100% up to £25 Extra along with your  deposit. ThisPartybets bonus is 
for PartyBets.com only and is in (GBP) pounds. 

-  Download PartyBets 
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PARTYBINGO BONUSES 

WAPBINGO $25 PartyBingo welcome bonus when making a minimum deposit of $50 at sign up. This 
bonus is for PartyPoker, PartyGammon, PartyBet, PartyCasino andPartyBingo. 

BINGO30 30% match bonus up to $150 when depositing your first amount. This bonus code is for 
PartyPoker, PartyGammon, PartyBet, Party-Casino and PartyBingo. 

BINGOWAP 100% up to $100 extra bonus. This bonus code is for PartyBingo only. 

Download PartyBingo 

 

 

PARTYBINGO POUNDS BONUSES 

BINGOGB 100% to £50 extra bonus at PartyBingo. This bonus is for PartyBingo only. 100% up to £50 
Extra On First Deposit in GBP pounds for PartyBingo.com 

BINGOGBP  100% up to 100 extra pounds bonus, for PartyBingo.com on first deposit. This bonus code 
is valid for PartyBingo only. 

Download PartyBingo 
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